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Stakeholders Matter

The dominant shareholder-value model has led to mismanagement,
market failure and a boost to regulation, as spectacularly demonstrated
by the events surrounding the recent financial crisis. Stakeholders
Matter challenges the basic assumptions of this model, in particular
traditional economic views on the theory of the firm and dominant
theories of strategic management, and develops a new understanding of
value creation away from pure self-interest toward mutuality. This new
“stakeholder paradigm” is based on a network view, whereby mutuality enhances benefits and reduces risks for the firm and its stakeholders.
The understanding of mutual value creation is operationalized according to the license to operate, to innovate and to compete. The book
develops a vision for a strategy in society in which, rather than the
invisible hand of the market, it is the visible hands of the firm and the
stakeholders that lead to an overall increase in the welfare of society.
s y bi l l e s ac h s is Professor and Head of the Institute for Strategic
Management: Stakeholder View at the University of Applied Sciences
Zurich (HWZ). In addition, she is an affiliate professor of the University
of Zurich, where she established the module for Business and Society in
2000 and adjunct professor at the University of Southern Queensland
in Australia. She has published numerous articles and books in the
fields of strategic management and stakeholder management and is
co-author of the book Redefining the Corporation (2002).
e dw i n rü h l i is Professor Emeritus for Business Administration
at the University of Zurich. He is also Senior Advisor at the Institute
for Strategic Management: Stakeholder View of the University of
Applied Sciences in Zurich. He is the author of the groundbreaking
German management book Unternehmungsführung I–III and has
published more than 150 peer-reviewed publications in the fields of
international management, corporate governance, strategic management and stakeholder management.
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To Alexandra Sachs, for whom the paradigm shift matters
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Foreword

Stakeholders Matter: A New Paradigm for Strategy in Society is an
important book. It ushers in a new wave of scholarship in management theory. The new era that is upon us obliges us tell a new story
about business, as an institution that is firmly set in society, rather
than apart from it. The authors take globalization, mega-change due
to information technology, and the emergence of new and innovative
business models as normal to this new era. The old way of thinking
about business as a purely economic and instrumental tool for the
benefit of financiers is no longer useful. The new narrative of business
must be told in stakeholder terms to allow for the diversity of business
forms that we are seeing in the twenty-first century.
When the authors claim that a new paradigm has emerged for strategic management, they are being too modest. Their proposals do no
less than rewrite the contract between business and society. First of
all, they broaden the notion of business as the engine of economic
activity by focusing on value creation for stakeholders rather than
economic value for shareholders. Business in the twenty-first century
must be seen as an institution which creates value for customers, suppliers, employees, communities, financiers and society. Second, one of
their key arguments is that this new narrative about business, indeed
the new social contract, contains three licenses: (1) license to operate;
(2) license to innovate; and (3) license to compete. The combination
lays out a new agenda for thinking about the purpose of the firm, its
strategic vision and its business model for value creation.
Equally as important as the substance of their argument, is the process of research on which this book is based. It comes from a multiyear, multi-company, multi-disciplinary perspective which the authors
have developed over the past decade. It shows us a different way to
conceptualize research that is at once intellectually rigorous, based on
an analysis of good practice, and speaks to academics and thoughtful
practitioners. Business research in the twenty-first century needs to
xv
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Foreword

reflect the massive changes that the institution itself has undergone.
We cannot afford only narrow disciplinary studies that stand closer
to scientism than to improving and interpreting business practice. As
the authors demonstrate, there is no trade-off between rigor and relevance. Good research must be both conceptually rigorous and practically relevant. Stakeholders Matter is such a work.
It is an honor to publish this book in the series on Business, Value
Creation, and Society. The purpose of this series is to stimulate new
thinking about value creation and trade, and its role in the world of
the twenty-first century. Our old models and ideas simply are not
appropriate today. We need new scholarship that builds on these past
understandings, yet offers the alternative of a world of hope, freedom
and human flourishing. Professors Sachs and Rühli have produced
just such a volume.
R. Edward Freeman
University Professor
Academic Director, Business Roundtable
Institute for Corporate Ethics
The Darden School
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia USA
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